Analysis and Observation of Sound Wave Field from Finite Aperture Piezoelectric Transducer - Fact-finding of Misfit between Conventional Analysis and Experiment Observation -
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1. Introduction
Theoretical analysis of radiation sound field in a medium by finite aperture piezoelectric plate is important for the design of ultrasound transducers in nondestructive testing and/or medical imaging. Waves emitted from plate edges in addition to a primary plane wave make it difficult to understand the behavior of spatiotemporal variation of the radiated sound field.1 In particular, conventional Rayleigh integral formula derived from frequency domain treatment does not agree with experiments in many aspects. There are no jaggy interferences in plane wave front amplitude. In addition, side-lobe radiation dips cannot be observed. To clear up the misunderstanding, physical behavior of the transient spatiotemporal variation of radiated sound field was investigated in detail. Simulation analysis was made using finite difference method choosing displacement as an independent variable. Mechanism of transient radiation wave field behavior from the finite aperture transducer was clarified. The results of comparative examination between simulation and photo elastic imaging experiment showed the validity of our clarification.

2. Strategy for sound field analysis
Finite difference time domain (FDTD) method can be used as a powerful means from solution of sound wave field by time updating numerical calculation of the difference wave equation. Validity of the method is not demonstrated especially for the case when the vibrator is excited by short period pulse signal like step function. Independent variable of the wave equation should be chosen so that transient boundary condition can be set in a appropriate way. It is noted that displacement is spatial derivative of pressure, hence, it is natural to use displacement in place of pressure filed. In addition, it matches to rectangular shaped displacement excitation assuming a single shot piston movement of the vibrator.3 We therefore propose a method using displacement as an independent variable of the wave equation (not pressure or particle velocities as usual).

3. Numerical simulation
3.1 Method
In 2D (x,y) coordinate, piezoelectric vibrator with aperture width $D$ is placed, center position of which is adjusted to the origin of x-axis. We consider simulation calculations for the sound wave field radiated in the semi-infinite half space $y>0$ when the vibrator is excited by transient pulse signal. Here, we used the 2D FDTD simulation software Wave2000® (Cyber Logic), which calculates wave field using displacement as independent variable. A vibrator with aperture width $D=12.7$ mm, and center frequency $f_0=2.25$ Mhz was considered. Material parameters were set assuming Pyrex glass with density $\rho=2320$ kg/m$^3$, Lamé’s constant $\lambda=23879$ MPa, $\mu=24959$ MPa, (longitudinal wave sound speed $c_l=5640$ m/s, shear wave sound speed $c_s=3280$ m/s). As piston movement excitation, vibrator surface was displaced with uniform displacement at time 0. After time interval of $T_x (=1/(2f_0)$, it was placed back to the initial position. That is to say, time dependence of initial vibrator surface displacement is given by a rectangular function as shown in Fig.1(a). Where, for the stabilization of solution, edges of the rectangular function are rounded. Corresponding sound pressure function is as shown in Fig.1(b), which is derived from the differential calculation of displacement.

Fig.1 Excitation waveform by piston sound vibrator: (a) displacement, (b) pressure.
3.2 Displacement near vibrator edge
Simulated displacement field in the vicinity of a vibrator edge at a time \( t=0.2 \mu s \) as shown in Fig.2. Where (a) is a gray scale image of displacement amplitude \(|u|\), and (b) is a vector diagram of displacement \( u \). From the vibrator surface, primary longitudinal plane wave (P wave) is emitted (red lines). In addition, rotational displacements (green lines) are generated around edge point towards the exterior direction. Cause of the rotational displacement is considered as follows. At the first half rising edge of the rectangular excitation, pushing displacement is generated toward exterior direction. On the contrary, at the latter half rising edge of the excitation, drawing displacement toward interior direction. Longitudinal edge wave called BED (Beam Edge Diffusion) wave as well as shear edge wave (Residual Shear wave) will be excited by this half rising edge of the excitation, drawing displacement toward exterior direction. Longitudinal edge wave called BED plane wave field. We can also recognize that shear edge wave (RS) propagates at the delayed time having similar cylindrical wave-front. Note that rotation direction of RS is opposite to BED. Pressure field \( p \), calculated from divergence (space derivation) of \( u \), is shown in Fig.3(d).

We can see that sign of BED in displacement filed is unipolar, on the other hand, that in pressure fields is bipolar. That is , exterior BED in pressure field has positive sign, on the other hand, interior part has negative.

4. Photoelastic visualization experiment
Observation was made using photoelastic visualization experiment apparatus. Piezoelectric circular plate with diameter \( \phi \ 40 \) mm and center frequency \( f_0=0.5 \) MHz was prepared. Step voltage was applied to the plate and emitted to a Pyrex glass cuboid block (50x50x15 [mm]). The plate was backed with same piezoelectric material, so that returning backward wave was suppressed. Since thickness of the test piece was small, radiated sound field was assumed to be 2D. Measured photoelastic image of radiated sound field is shown in Fig.5(a). Corresponding simulation image is also compared as shown in Fig.5(b). Sound propagations of plane wave, BED, and RS are clearly visible. They show very close appearance between simulation and experiment.

Fig.2 Displacement near the edge: (a)gray scale image, (b) vector diagram (red arrow: P wave, green arrow: BED wave)

Fig.3 Simulated radiation field: (a)displacement amplitude \(|u|\) (contrast enhancement image), displacement of (b) range component \( u_y \), (c)transverse component \( u_z \), (d) pressure \( p \).

Fig.4 Behavior of radiated waves from vibrator edge.

(a) Displacement, \( u \) (b)Pressure, \( p \)

Fig.5 Visualization image, (a) experimented photoelastic image, (b)simulated image.
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